The use of genome-wide proteomic and RNA interference approaches has moved our understanding of signal transduction from linear pathways to highly integrated networks centered on core nodes. However, probing the dynamics of flow of information through such networks remains technically challenging. In particular, how the temporal dynamics of an individual pathway can elicit distinct outcomes in a single cell type and how multiple pathways may interact sequentially or synchronously to influence cell fate remain open questions in many contexts. The development of fluorescence-based reporters and optogenetic regulators of pathway activity enables the analysis of signaling in living cells and organisms with unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution and holds the promise of addressing these key questions. We present a brief overview of the evidence for the importance of temporal dynamics in cellular regulation, introduce these fluorescence-based tools, and highlight specific studies that leveraged these tools to probe the dynamics of information flow through signaling networks. In particular, we highlight two studies in Caenorhabditis elegans sensory neurons and cultured mammalian cells that demonstrate the importance of signal dynamics in determining cellular responses.
The use of genome-wide proteomic and RNA interference approaches has moved our understanding of signal transduction from linear pathways to highly integrated networks centered on core nodes. However, probing the dynamics of flow of information through such networks remains technically challenging. In particular, how the temporal dynamics of an individual pathway can elicit distinct outcomes in a single cell type and how multiple pathways may interact sequentially or synchronously to influence cell fate remain open questions in many contexts. The development of fluorescence-based reporters and optogenetic regulators of pathway activity enables the analysis of signaling in living cells and organisms with unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution and holds the promise of addressing these key questions. We present a brief overview of the evidence for the importance of temporal dynamics in cellular regulation, introduce these fluorescence-based tools, and highlight specific studies that leveraged these tools to probe the dynamics of information flow through signaling networks. In particular, we highlight two studies in Caenorhabditis elegans sensory neurons and cultured mammalian cells that demonstrate the importance of signal dynamics in determining cellular responses.
How Temporal Dynamics and Signal Crosstalk Influence Cell Behavior
Communication between cells is critical to both the development and homeostasis of multicellular organisms. Cells must respond appropriately to their surroundings by adopting a particular fate or adapting their behavior in response to challenges. How intercellular signaling defines cell fate or behavioral outcomes is therefore a critical question in cell and developmental biology. A simple explanation would be that a specific pathway is responsible for each specific fate or behavior. However, many years of studies have only identified a small number of core signaling pathways, for example, the epidermal growth factor (EGF) pathway, the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) pathway, the Hedgehog pathway, the cytokine Janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway, the Notch pathway, the retinoic acid pathway, the transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) pathway, the nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) pathway, the Hippo pathway, and the Wnt pathway [reviewed in (1) ]. Thus, there appear to be insufficient individual signaling pathways to mediate the complexity in cellular outcomes and responses observed, suggesting that individual pathways can produce distinct responses or that signaling crosstalk is key to generating diverse outcomes or, as increasingly becoming apparent, a combination of the two.
Genomics approaches integrating protein-protein interaction data with large-scale RNA interference (RNAi) studies [for examples, (2-5)] have characterized complex signaling networks centered around core nodes, which have multiple upstream regulator and downstream effector connections. These networks suggest many possible points of crosstalk between pathways and ways in which a single pathway could produce different outcomes in different contexts. Differences in the expression of genes encoding network components may alter the flow of information in different cell types (6) , and differences in the specific cell's chromatin state may affect the accessibility of downstream transcriptional targets (7).
However, even in the same cell type, stimuli that activate the same pathways or hubs can, in some cases, produce different outcomes. In one classic example, nerve growth factor (NGF) and EGF both signal through the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) module but result in the differentiation and division of pheochromocytoma 12 (PC12) cells, respectively (8) . A single signaling hub can therefore generate different outcomes in the same cell type depending on the input. Two potential explanations are that different upstream inputs may regulate different pathways in parallel, which both lead to ERK activation, or that the qualitative or quantitative nature of the input signal modulates the outcome of signaling through ERK. The duration of ERK activity differs depending on the stimulus and results in different outcomes. NGF stimulation results in sustained ERK activation and hence differentiation, whereas transient ERK activation in response to EGF results in proliferation (Fig. 1A ) (9) . Thus, the temporal dynamics of individual components in signaling networks can specify distinct cellular responses. Computational approaches can provide information and help formulate testable hypotheses regarding network wiring and dynamics. One such study used modular response analysis (10) to further study the PC12 response to EGF and NGF (11) . This approach enabled the authors to identify different feedback responses downstream of ERK signaling, with NGF generating a positive feedback response and EGF negative feedback. Reversal of these feedback responses, such that NGF resulted in a negative feedback response and EGF positive feedback, was sufficient to reverse the responses to EGF and NGF. Analysis of this kind requires quantitative data and, although snapshots can be very informative, time series experiments or ideally tracking signaling in real time has the potential to offer greater insight (12) .
In addition to temporally dynamic regulation of common pathway components, temporally regulated activity of multiple different pathways can also serve as a mechanism to control cell fate and behavior (Fig. 1B) . Indeed, although a great deal is known about which pathways are involved in which processes, it is often unclear how they interact. Two classic examples of fate determination in development, the patterning of the Caenorhabditis elegans vulva and the Drosophila melanogaster photoreceptors, serve as paradigms of signal crosstalk. The three cell fates that form the nematode vulva differentiate from a group of initially equivalent cells. Elegant genetic and developmental biology studies revealed that patterning is achieved through the action of three pathways (13) : an EGF morphogen signal (14) , a lateral inhibition signal mediated by Notch signaling (15) , and a Wnt signal that maintains the competence of the cells to respond to EGF (16) . Although there is a qualitative understanding of the source of the stimuli and the sequence of the activity of the pathways (an inductive EGF signal followed by Notch-mediated lateral inhibition), a quantitative understanding of the relative importance of these signals for the robustness of vulval development has been the subject of computational modeling approaches [reviewed in (17) ].
In the compound eye of Drosophila, each of the ommatidia contains eight different types of photoreceptor cell, along with cone cells, pigment cells, and cells that form bristles. Fate determination in the ommatidium depends on the spatiotemporal integration of Notch and EGF signaling to generate multiple distinct fates (18) . Cone cell determination involves synchronous Notch and EGF signaling (19) , whereas EGF induction of photoreceptor cells induces sequential expression of Delta that signals to adjacent cells through Notch to adopt the cone cell fate (20) . These two examples show the complexity of response that can arise from the integration of just a few pathways. Studies of stem cell niches, such as the mammalian hair follicle and intestinal crypt and the Drosophila midgut and germ line, have identified complex regulation by multiple pathways (21) (22) (23) (24) . To dissect the relationships between pathways in these contexts, it will be important to obtain spatiotemporal information about pathway activity at sufficient resolution to determine, for example, which pathways are functioning sequentially or in parallel.
Time Scale of Signaling Dynamics
One of the challenges to studying signaling dynamics is the broad time scale (from seconds to days) over which the dynamic events can occur (Fig. 2) . For example, calcium signals can occur within seconds, whereas transcriptional responses may take hours. Manipulation of individual pathways over a time scale of hours or days, as can be achieved with RNAi or induction of mutant clones, provides qualitative information about how the pathway affects cell fate and epistasis analysis can identify some relationships between pathways. However, primary signaling responses at the transcriptional level can occur on a time scale of minutes, so secondary responses and sequential pathway crosstalk may complicate interpretation of data from single, late time points as exemplified by the studies of Avraham et al. Dissecting the relationships between pathways and the flow of information that regulates cell fate requires a level of temporal and spatial resolution that can best be achieved by either time-course experiments or ideally live imaging, but this requires appropriate tools to both track and regulate pathway activity at the appropriate time scale (Fig. 2) . Here, we discuss developments in the tools available to observe and manipulate signaling with high spatiotemporal resolution, giving examples of the insights that these approaches can provide. We also highlight the potential application and extension of these approaches to address fundamental questions in signaling and regulation of cell fate. The range of time scales over which signaling events occur and their reporters' function. The response time within each class of reporter may vary; for example, a transcriptional reporter expressing superfolder GFP (sfGFP) will be detectable before one expressing GFP. Knockdown experiments or genetic knockouts may take many hours or days to take effect during which time secondary effects will occur. Credit: V. ALTOUNIAN/SCIENCE SIGNALING
Tools for Tracking Signaling in Real Time
A range of fluorescent probes and reporters have been developed that enable tracking of pathway activity in living cells and organisms. These molecular tools function at different levels in the pathways, from upstream ligands to transduction machinery and downstream transcriptional outputs, and on different time scales (Fig. 2) . Some of these fluorescent tools are small molecules that can be introduced into cells to monitor the changes in concentration of various signaling components or changes in metabolic state or redox potential. Others are based on green fluorescent protein (GFP) and its variants, such as yellow fluorescent protein (YFP), cyan fluorescent protein (CFP), and enhanced GFP (eGFP). This second group requires fusion of the fluorescent protein to a sensor of the signal and then introduction of the fluorescent protein-tagged fusion protein into the cell or animal for imaging. These genetically encoded fluorescent reporters can be either fusions with a fulllength signaling protein or fusion with a domain that is responsive to a signal [reviewed in (27) ].
In various systems, researchers have exploited the mechanisms of signal transduction to provide live readouts of signaling. In some pathways, specific components show clear subcellular redistribution in response to pathway activation, and this change in subcellular localization can be visualized as a readout of pathway activity either qualitatively or quantitatively. For example, STAT translocates to the nucleus when activated by JAK, and tagging of different STAT isoforms with GFP combined with photobleaching has characterized distinct mechanisms of regulating nuclear import (28, 29) . In another example, fusion of YFP to the yeast stress-responsive transcription factor Msn2 showed that the dynamics of its nuclear transport differ in response to different stimuli and thus explain the different transcriptional responses that occur (30) . This system was the subject of another study that combined computational modeling with proteomics and imaging of GFP-tagged Msn2 to show that nuclear phosphorylation and export were key to its localization (31) .
In other instances, dynamic protein-protein interactions or conformational changes of single proteins during pathway activity have been exploited for the development of genetically encoded fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probes. FRET involves the transfer of energy from an excited donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophore over a range of just 1 to 10 nm, allowing the quantification of the proximity of the fluorophores [reviewed in (32) ]. Donor and acceptor fluorophores may be fused to different proteins to measure their interactions (intermolecular FRET) or to different domains of the same protein to measure conformational changes (intramolecular FRET). Intramolecular sensors for each of the guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases) Rac, RhoA, and Cdc42, for example, have been used to elucidate their roles in mechanotransduction in response to cyclic stretch (33, 34) . Intermolecular FRET between YFP-ERK and CFP-MEK (MAPK kinase) demonstrated their direct interaction in the cytoplasm, and the loss of the FRET signal was used to quantify ERK translocation to the nucleus (35) .
Tracking Ligands, Signal Transducers, and Transcriptional Responses A comprehensive understanding of signaling dynamics requires tracking of signaling at all levels from the upstream ligands to the downstream transcriptional responses. At the ligand level, fluorescent tools have enabled the visualization of gradients that are key to cell fate determination. Many protein ligands can be directly visualized by fusion to fluorescent reporters, enabling quantification of diffusion dynamics. For example, fusion of GFP to the TGF-b ligands Nodal and Lefty enabled the measurement of their distributions and diffusivity during zebrafish development, providing evidence for reaction-diffusion models of patterning (36) . Non-protein ligands, such as the hormone retinoic acid that plays essential roles in vertebrate development, cannot be fused to fluorescent proteins and require different approaches. Fusion of the retinoic acid-binding domains from the retinoic acid receptor (RAR) to FRET donor and acceptor pairs allowed imaging of the local concentration of retinoic acid by measuring shifts in FRETefficiency caused by conformational changes in response to retinoic acid binding (37) . This allowed visualization of the gradient responsible for the anteriorposterior patterning of the vertebrate hindbrain.
The conserved Ras-MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK)-MAPK-ERK module lies downstream of many extracellular signals, and its activation can result in a range of cellular responses depending on the specific signal. Thus, quantitatively tracking ERK activity in living cells has the potential to reveal how dynamics contribute to these divergent responses. Staining for ERK localization or phosphorylation in fixed samples gives a readout of the activity of the module at single time points (38) , but fluorescence-based approaches enable tracking of activity in living cells. A range of FRET systems have been developed to measure ERK activity in cultured cells (39, 40) and, by optimizing the brightness of the fluorophores and FRET efficiency, even in vivo, where signal detection can be difficult (41). Tomida and colleagues used a single-molecule Y-Pet enhanced CFP-based intramolecular FRET sensor to assess ERK activation dynamics in a single C. elegans NaCl-responsive sensory neuron in vivo (Fig. 3) (41) . In addition to tracking ERK dynamics, the authors used a microfluidic chamber to precisely temporally control NaCl concentrations so that the effects of different input dynamics could be assessed. They found that the frequency of stimulation was critical to the extent of ERK activation: Maximal sustained activation was achieved only by cyclic stimulation and rest with a periodicity of around 40 s (Fig. 3A) . Either sustained stimulation or more rapid cycles of stimulation and rest failed to generate a sustained response (Fig. 3B) (41) . This study highlights the importance of input dynamics as opposed to simply the nature or concentration of the stimulus in controlling the activity of the pathway. The authors proposed that the nature of the response may allow the sensory neuron to filter out both continuous signals and transient noise and thus to respond to relevant changes in the environment, providing a direct link between signaling dynamics and function.
Similar to ligands, not all signaling molecules are proteins and some of the most rapidly responding pathways involve ions, such as calcium, or ligand-activated transcription factors, such as the RAR or nuclear steroid hormone receptors. Small-molecule sensors of calcium concentrations, such as fura-2, were among the first developed (42) and, along with the more recently developed genetically encoded reporters (43) , have enabled extensive investigation into the dynamics of calcium signaling in cells and in vivo (44) .
Frequently, effects on cell fate and initiation of secondary responses are mediated by changes in gene expression, and the effects on cell fate can require variable time scales. Tracking transcriptional responses with high temporal resolution is therefore key to dissecting signal crosstalk and linking signaling to cell fate because primary transcriptional responses may influence secondary responses. In cell culture, real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, a method to quantitatively detect mRNA abundance, and RNAseq (a method for transcriptome analysis) time-course experiments have been used successfully to separate primary and secondary signaling responses on a scale of tens of minutes, but are not easily applied in vivo in which multiple cell types receive distinct signals and respond differently (25, 26) . Reporter constructs driving the expression of fluorescent proteins, such as TOPFlash for Wnt signaling (45) , allow live imaging of expression in vivo with excellent spatial resolution but, depending on the folding speed and stability of the reporter protein, may create a delay in detecting the response or in detecting the termination of the response. Studies on somite formation in vertebrates, which depends on a Notch-based oscillating clock, have highlighted the possibilities of destabilized fluorescent reporters, in which the fluorescent protein is fused to a tag that promotes degradation of the fusion protein and hence reduces its half-life, for real-time imaging (46) . Oscillations in Notch signaling occur with~1 hour between peak and trough; thus, conventional GFP-based reporters persist longer than the duration of a single cycle (47) . Oscillations in Notch signaling in zebrafish were visualized in real time with destabilized luciferase and YFP reporters for Notch signaling components Hes1 and Lunatic fringe, respectively (47, 48) . Similar short-period oscillations in Notch signaling also regulate fate in neural stem cells (49) and embryonic stem cells (50) , suggesting that this type of temporal signaling could be of broad importance (51) . An alternative approach to fluorescent protein-based reporters is the fluorescence-based detection of mRNA, which can be achieved by incorporating MS2 RNA stem-loops, which can be bound by MS2 protein, into a transcriptional reporter construct. Constitutive expression of nuclear-localized MS2-YFP reveals activity of the promoter as spots of intense fluorescence against a background of MS2-YFP that is not bound to regions of active transcription (52) .
Manipulating Input Dynamics
Although a range of tools has already been developed to provide live readouts of pathway activity, the tools necessary for high-resolution temporal manipulation of pathway components have been comparatively lacking. In vivo studies generally rely on single perturbations, such as overexpression, systemic or local administration of agonists, or knockdown or knockout of pathway components. All of these approaches require a time scale of hours to days (Fig. 2) (53) , during which time secondary responses involving feedback, autocrine signaling, or paracrine signaling can replace, mask, modify, or compensate for primary responses. Temperature-sensitive forms of proteins may offer quicker manipulation but are not available for all pathways and have additional caveats related to the effects of heat shock on the system (53). The long duration involved also prevents fine-tuning of pathway stimulation to probe the role of dynamic inputs.
In some cases, the nature of the stimulus readily allows manipulation. For example, the work on ERK activation by Tomida and colleagues relied on environmental NaCl and used a microfluidic device to provide precise control (41) . Dynamic studies of mechanotransduction have exploited equipment, such as optical tweezers, for in vitro cell studies (34) . For organisms, such as yeast, or cells that can be grown in culture, agonists or antagonists of a pathway that can be rapidly washed on and off enable reversible, dynamic manipulation of pathway activity. Direct regulation of the nuclear transport dynamics of the yeast transcription factor Msn2 was achieved in this way with a small-molecule inhibitor of its regulator protein kinase A, demonstrating that differences in nuclear transport dynamics modulate transcriptional output (30) . Similarly, the importance of p53 dynamics in the outcome of DNA damage responses in a breast cancer cell line was assessed using a small-molecule inhibitor of a p53 regulator (54) .
Most of the techniques used in the previous examples are not readily applicable to studies in intact tissues or readily extended to a broad range of pathways. The development of optogenetics, the use of genetically encoded light-responsive proteins to enable light to regulate cellular functions, has opened the possibility of high-resolution pathway manipulation (55) . A recent study combined optogenetic manipulation with fluorescence-based reporters to interrogate how dynamic inputs produce distinct signaling dynamics through the Ras-MAPKKK-MAPKK-ERK pathway (referred to as Ras-ERK module) (56). Toettcher et al. used a reversible optogenetic switch to activate and deactivate the Ras-ERK module with a temporal resolution of just a few minutes (56) . This switch is based on the Phy-PIF system: The Phy protein can be photoconverted between two conformational states, only one of which interacts with PIF (57). PIF was fused to the catalytic domain of a RasGEF, the activity of which depends on membrane localization, and coexpressed with a membrane-localized form of Phy. Stimulation with red light triggers the interaction of PIF and Phy, resulting in membrane localization of the RasGEF and hence activation of Ras. Exposure to far red light blocks the interaction and deactivated RasGEF. By coupling this reversible optogenetic system with a blue fluorescent protein (BFP)-tagged ERK, the input stimulus of Ras activity was experimentally controlled and the output response of ERK activity was tracked with high spatiotemporal resolution. The dynamic signaling data were then combined with proteomics to assess the downstream response to different patterns of temporal activation, which revealed two distinct responses that depended on the signal duration. Differential dynamic activation of a common module (Ras-MAPKKK-MAPK-ERK) is therefore sufficient to generate discrete responses.
In addition to demonstrating the importance of temporal dynamics in signaling, Toettcher and colleagues (56) also highlighted the importance of high temporal resolution for dissecting signaling crosstalk. Because the method enabled input manipulation and output monitoring within 10-min intervals, a secondary response was revealed that other manipulation approaches, such as RNAi, would have merged with primary response. Activation of the Ras-ERK module for >1 hour triggers activation of STAT3, and analysis of cocultures of differently labeled cells showed that this was a paracrine effect in which sustained ERK signaling in one cell population induces cytokines that trigger JAK-STAT signaling in the other cells. The ERK-signaling cells themselves were refractory to the secondary cytokine signal, and STATactivation was probably only detected in the initial analysis of a single population of cells because of the variable amounts of the optogenetic components in each cell (that is, the population was not homogeneous). Nevertheless, this study shows not only that dynamically manipulating and tracking pathway activity can reveal the importance of signaling dynamics in controlling cellular behavior, but studies with high temporal resolution can also resolve the temporal relationships between pathways, thereby revealing crosstalk among pathways.
Future Directions in Understanding Information Flow and Signal Crosstalk
Clearly, signaling dynamics themselves are critical regulators of cell responses and may be useful as pharmacological targets (58, 59) . The examples outlined here emphasize that the ability to manipulate and monitor signaling dynamics at high temporal resolution is key to revealing both the nature of dynamic signaling and its importance for information transfer and cell responses. The approach of Toettcher and colleagues could potentially be applied to look at multiple tiers of different pathways and quantify the flow of information to identify key points of regulation because there are many points of interaction and molecular relocalization events that could form the basis for optogenetic tools and fluorescence-based reporters (56) . Development of tools to stimulate single or multiple pathways at different levels with precise temporal control coupled with dynamic reporters of pathway output at downstream levels, including transcriptional targets, will enable systematic dissection of information flow through specific pathways and offer new insights into how information is transmitted. Although some studies look at intact organisms or tissues, such as the work of Tomida and colleagues (41) and intravital imaging studies of fluorescently labeled cells (60) , an ongoing challenge is extending these approaches to the complex signaling that occurs in intact tissues from developing or adult organisms or in living multicellular organisms to couple the dynamics to regulation of cell fate, organismal behavior, and physiology in vivo. In vivo systems are further complicated by secondary signaling events that occur between different cell types, but the ability to apply these tools in vivo should reveal these downstream cell-cell signaling events and how they influence development or cellular behavior. Cells may be exposed to many signals simultaneously or may experience a precise temporal pattern of stimuli, and multiple pathways may be active with signaling occurring between multiple cell types. To what extent these pathways function synchronously or sequentially is not easily resolved by approaches based on the study of fixed samples using reporters with low temporal resolution. The ability to monitor signaling events in space and time in live tissues can show both individual pathway dynamics and the temporal relationships between pathways that may represent signal crosstalk. Many of the fluorescent reporters also provide spatial information, and when combined with high temporal resolution, these tools can be used to study interactions between different cell types in tissues. Even in an apparently homogeneous population of a single cell type, analysis at single-cell resolution is important, because averaging across cell populations may mask heterogeneity in responses and responsiveness (61) . Again, extension of the published approaches to study different pathway components at similar resolution will be critical.
The ability to monitor signaling in vivo is limited by the brightness of the currently available fluorescent proteins, but brighter fluorescent protein variants continue to be developed. Improved FRET sensors are also being developed that are brighter and have improved dynamic range. One study, for example, generated libraries of RhoA and ERK biosensors (62) and showed that the improved ERK biosensor revealed ERK activity at single-cell resolution in zebrafish embryos in vivo. Improved FRET pairs with increased brightness and sensitivity to subtle changes will also facilitate the detection of signaling events with high temporal and spatial resolution (63) .
Tools to monitor transcriptional responses with high temporal resolution are further limited by the speed with which the fluorescent proteins fold and are degraded. The development of brighter and faster-folding fluorescent proteins, such as sfGFP, across the color spectrum should lead to the development of more sensitive transcriptional reporters for simultaneously tracking the activity of multiple pathways (64, 65) . Although destabilized reporters, such as those for the Notch pathway (46) and the JAK-STAT pathway (66) , have improved the temporal resolution of detecting some transcriptional regulatory events, these generally rely on synthetic promoters containing multiple binding sites for the pathway-regulated transcription factors, which is not reflective of the native genetic regulatory mechanisms. Genome engineering with transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9 (67-69) will make the targeting of reporters to endogenous loci to reflect the endogenous transcriptional regulation tractable. However, when placed in a native chromosomal context, these reporters may only be transcribed at low levels, which would present technical challenges in their detection.
The rapidly expanding field of optogenetics is likely to continue to offer new tools for pathway manipulation. Using light to trigger the association of a TALE DNA binding domain with a range of transcriptional effectors or chromatin modifiers, for example, has provided optogenetic control of transcription and chromatin states, respectively (70) .
The continued application and development of fluorescence-based tools holds the promise of both visualizing and manipulating pathway activity with high spatiotemporal resolution, offering new insights into how pathways signal individually and in combination to regulate cell fate and behavior in culture, ex vivo, and in vivo.
